This paper presents the dynamic behavior of ferromagnetic shape memory alloys, to the extent necessary for their implementation as large strain actuators in MEMS applications. For this purpose, a novel experimental system was developed to explore the magneto-mechanical characteristics of micro-scale ferromagnetic shape memory actuators, and a series of experiments was conducted in which the actuation strain caused by magnetically induced variant switching was measured. The system comprises of an alternating magnetic field generator (AMFG) and strain measuring system. The AMFG generates spatially-changing dynamic magnetic field with amplitude of approximately 7.5x10 3 Oe. The magnetic field alternates between two orthogonal directions in a manner that was designed to facilitate variant switching, yet prevent nucleation of 180º magnetization domains, which cause energy loss without strain generation. The strain measuring system maintains a constant mechanical load on the measured specimen by means of a cantilever. The displacement of the specimen is optically monitored with a resolution of approximately 0.1µm. Further, the temperature of the specimen is controlled and its surface is observed microscopically. Preliminary experiments were performed using Ni 2 MnGa specimens with typical cross section of 200µmX200µm.
INTRODUCTION
Materials that alter their physical properties in response to environmental changes are classified as active materials. These materials are commonly applied as actuation devices in micro-electro mechanical systems. Many of these systems require an application of large strokes (displacements) by a small component, which means large actuation strains. However, existing active materials are either limited to very small strains, as piezoelectric and magnetostrictive materials, or to a slow response, as shape memory alloys. Therefore, materials that can provide significantly increased strain levels and fast response times are of great interest. The concept of combining properties of ferromagnetism with those of reversible martensitic transformation led to a new class of active materials known as ferromagnetic shape-memory (FSM) alloys [1] - [8] . It was theorized that a mobile microstructure of martensite could be rearranged by applying a magnetic field, and reset by applying a stress or a magnetic field in a different direction [1] , [2] , [3] . FMS alloys combine the large strain capability of ordinary shape memory alloys with the quick actuation possible using magnetic fields [4] . FSM alloys are therefore very promising for actuation applications at both large and small scales, and embody a new mechanism for converting electromagnetic to mechanical energy [5] , [6] . However, to date, micro FSM alloy devices are not yet available in spite of their great potential in aerospace and medical instruments. Unlike conventional shape memory alloys, which can only be actuated by changing their temperature, these materials can be actuated also by magnetic fields. The FSM effect refers to either the reversible field-induced austenite to martensite transformation, or the field-induced martensitic variant switching leading to an overall change of shape [7] . Theoretically, it is possible to field-induce a phase transformation but this effect necessitates extremely large fields in the known FSM materials, while martensitic variant switching can be induced by reasonable magnetic fields.
When a FSM single crystal is cooled from the austenitic phase to below the phase transformation temperature, a martensitic variant microstructure develops with essentially arbitrary variant structure, unless it has been biased with a stress or a magnetic field towards one particular variant. The presence of variant microstructure and magnetic field-induced variant switching allows processes which can lower the total energy of the material [8] . Experimental results indicate that the application of fields in the martensitic state can produce a variety of processes such as magnetic domain wall motion, variant nucleation, twin-boundary motion and magnetization rotation. The driving energies for these processes are in general different, and all compete to reduce the total energy of the system. In high magneto-crystalline anisotropy materials like Ni 2 MnGa, variant nucleation and variant switching offer more efficient energy mechanisms for reducing the system's free energy than magnetization rotation, and therefore the switching effect is energetically preferred.
The basic phase transformation in Ni 2 MnGa is from cubic unit cell to tetragonal unit cell which occurs when the material is cooled below a characteristic martensite temperature. The transformation temperature can be adjusted by the concentration of the Ni 2 Mn (1+x) Ga (1-x) non-stoichiometric compounds. In this transformation a cubic unit cell is contracted along one axis and elongated along the other two. A typical martensitic microstructure consists of mixtures of these three variants in which two adjacent variants meet at well-defined twin boundaries. The austenite phase lattice parameter is a 0 = 2.91Å and the tetragonal lattice parameters are a = 2.95Å, c = 2.77Å.
A typical FSM strain related variant switching effect is depicted in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 (a) a specimen of a single variant is illustrated. The c-axis of the unit cell is aligned along the long axis of the sample. An external magnetic field is applied in a perpendicular direction, as shown in Figure 1 (b) and Figure 1 (c), and acts to align the material magnetization toward this direction. This change of the magnetization can occur either by magnetization rotation or by a martensitic variant switching which is accompanied by a switching of the easy axis direction and hence of the magnetization. The FSM effect is possible if the latter mechanism is energetically favored, i.e. when the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy is high. At lower magnetocrystalline anisotropy energies, as a result of the magnetic induced martensitic variant switching, the length of the sample increases by the amount of the ratio a/c. Measured magnetic-induced-strains of FSM material can reach 6%, which is two orders of magnitude larger than in any other fast responding active material. This paper presents the study of the dynamic behavior of ferromagnetic shape memory alloys, and is the first to propose studying small-scale FSM devices. Such devices are expected to exhibit different (more rapid and arranged martensitic variant switching) magneto mechanical response, as the size of the FSM device approach the typical size of martensitic variants. For this purpose, a novel experimental method was developed and implemented for direct measurement of actuation strain, caused by magnetically induced variant switching, during cycling of applied magnetic field and under external mechanical load.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

General description of the apparatus
The setup was designed to apply a combination of spatially-changing dynamic magnetic field of approximately 7.5x10 3 Oe, and mechanical loads of up to 10MPa. The specimen displacement has been monitored with a resolution of about 0.1µm. This was implemented by measuring the angle of a reflected laser beam off the surface of silicon cantilever held against the free surface of the sample. Using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory the displacement of the specimen was used to determine the strain and the applied force on the silicon cantilever.
The magneto-mechanical actuation device was comprised of a mechanical device for loading and sensing, magnetic field generator, cooling device and a video imaging system (illustrated in details in Figure 2 , and pictured in Figure 3 ). 
Loading and sensing apparatus
The displacement measurement of the FSM alloy specimen is based on the measurement of the deflection of a silicon cantilever, which is at contact with the free end of the specimen, by means of laser beam reflection (Melles Griot®, HeNe 2mW) through an optical set of polarizers, mirrors, beam splitter and a wave plate. The reflection off the surface of the cantilever is collected by the position sensitive detector (PSD) (Duma optronics LTD, Spotana-9), filtered with an analogue low-pass filter (Cygnus Technology Inc., FLA-01) and recorded with a two channel digital storage oscilloscope (Tektronix, TDS 1012). The optical setup was based on the concept of light polarization rotators, acting as an optical gate. The optical gate ensures that the light reflected from the cantilever is read by the PSD without secondary reflections from other optical planes or reflection of light back to the laser source. Light traveling in the forward direction is polarized by the beam-splitter, and then circularly polarized by the wave-plate. Upon reflection from the cantilever, the direction of rotating is reversed, so that upon transmission back through the wave-plate it becomes polarized in the orthogonal direction and is therefore blocked by the polarizing beam-splitter cube. The PSD measures the two dimensional (X-Y) position of the light beam that hits its surface. Its resolution is in the order of magnitude of 1µm. The output of the PSD is read by an oscilloscope, and stored for later analysis. The analysis was based on the beam theory of Euler-Bernoulli to determine the strain and the applied force on the silicon cantilever. Under the boundary conditions of our setup the calculated angle of deflection
where z is the refraction point of the laser from the cantilever, and L is the total length of the cantilever. From simple geometric argument, the angle measured by the PSD is twice the angle of deflection of the silicon cantilever. With this taken into account, the measured angle θ m on the PSD is given by
Where Y PSD is the component of the measured displacement on the PSD, and d is the length of the optical path (Figure 4 ). To maintain a constant mechanical load on the specimen, the length of the cantilever was fixed such that its deflection exceeds approximately two orders of magnitude of the specimen displacement. Under these conditions, the motion of the specimen induced by the magnetic fields, are sensed and measured. To isolate vibrations, an isolation table was constructed. The table consists of a MDF open box frame, a construction foam center and aluminum top. MDF was chosen as a frame for its rigidity and lack of conductivity and magnetic properties. The table is supported by four vertical high-pressure air stabilizers (Newport Inc.). The stabilizers sit atop cement pillars that are designed to hold the floating table close to the magnetic generator. The optical components are clamped to the isolation table with highly damped material posts and post holders (Newport Inc.). Figure 4 On the left, a schematic close-up view of the mechanical testing system positioned perpendicularly to the activation zone is shown. On the right, a photograph of the loading and sensing apparatus is shown.
Alternating Magnetic Field Generator (AMFG)
The magnetic fields were generated by a unique Alternating Magnetic Field Generator (AMFG) which has been especially developed, and currently can provide an alternating magnetic field at frequencies of up to 50Hz. The instrument was designed to generate two alternating orthogonal magnetic fields H 1 , H 2 , as needed for the variant switching experiments. That field structure is important both to minimize nucleation of 180° magnetization domains which cause energy loss without strain production, and to avoid magnetization rotation. The generator comprises of two perpendicular pairs of permanent magnets, and two pairs of perpendicular, jointly-rotating rotors. When the large rotors are located between one pair of magnets, they channel the magnetic field to the air gap, referred to as the activation zone. At the same time the small rotors, which are magnetically shorted, prevent the magnetic field of the second pair of magnets to generate magnetic field in the activation zone. After a 90° rotation the role of the magnets is swapped, and thus the alternating magnetic field is generated ( Figure 5 ). 
Cooling device
To ensure that the specimen is at the martensite phase, it has to be held at a steady temperature near the martensite finish temperature. The control of specimen temperature was achieved by a special designed T-shaped cooling device and temperature controlled fluid pump. The T-shaped cooling device is constructed of Lexan and brass and is designed to connect to a micro-stage arm ( Figure 6 ). A closed loop channel runs through the center of the device, through which cooled anti-freeze liquid flows. On each end of the 'T' are inlet nipples to which flexible tubes is attached. The tubes are connected to the temperature controller/pump (Polyscience Inc., model 9710). The specimen was glued to a brass screw that was in contact with the fluid. The shape of the T holder was designed to match the space of the activation zone. Figure 6 A schematic illustration of the cooling device is shown on the left, and pictured on the right.
Single crystal Ni 2 MnGa specimens, with dimensions 0.2mm×0.2mm×5mm were cut with faces parallel to the [100] directions. The specimens were attached to the T-shape cooling device with flexible heat-conductive silver epoxy. The cooling T-shape is then held in the activation zone by an aluminum rod and clamp attached to the same stage as the silicon cantilever. Two tripleaxis differential micrometer stages were used to position the flat surface of the cantilever against the tip of the Ni 2 MnGa specimen in the activation zone. The micro-stages allow for very fine control over the applied stress on the specimen.
Imaging video system
Observation of phase transitions and variant switching require the use of high power optics. For these purposes we have developed a setup comprised of a microscope (Optem Zoom 70) in conjunction with an assortment of lenses, a white light source guided with an optic fiber, and imaging video camera. Images of the surface of the specimen was acquired and recorded.
Calibration and testing system capabilities
To validate the performance of the force application and sensing apparatus a preliminary experiment has been performed. The purpose of this experiment was to test the capability of applying deflection (i.e. force) on a cantilever by means of a nanopositioning stage motor (PI Inc.), and measuring the deflection with a sufficient accuracy by means of the optical apparatus. An alignment and calibration procedure of the optical setup components was performed to get a match between the theoretical beam deflection (equation (1)), and the values measured by the PSD (equation (2)). The results show a precise fit between the calculated deflection applied by the nano-positioner and the measured values by the PSD (Figure 7 ). The strain measurement capability of the setup is limited by its displacement resolution. The deflection of the cantilever is equal to the displacement of the specimen, u s . Because and , the measured angle of the beam deflection
by the small angel approximation is
Therefore, the displacement resolution is
The PSD resolution is ∆Y PSD =1µm, and for beam length of L=100mm, d=1m we get displacement resolution of approximately ∆u S =50nm. This value relates to strain resolution of 5×10 -5 to 5×10 -4 for specimen length between 1mm to 100µm. The force measurement resolution capability of the setup is
For a rectangular beam I=bh 3 /12, where b and h are the width and height respectively. The resolution of the PSD is ∆Y PSD ≈ 1µm, and for E=140GPa, b=5mm, h=0.5mm, and L=100mm, we get force measurement resolution of approximately ∆P ≈ 0.7µN.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The experimental procedure was executed in two steps. The first step was probing and determining the structure of the magnetic driving field for variant switching. The second step was displacement measurements of the actuator at different mechanical loads and magnetic frequency. The driving magnetic field structure of the AMFG was measured using a gaussmeter (Lakeshore Inc., 475 DSP) at two perpendicular directions H 1 and H 2 with a transverse hall probe (Lakeshore Inc., HMMT-6J08-VR). Field H 1 contracts the crystal (negative strain), while H 2 expands it (positive strain). The effective difference field H 1 -H 2 , termed the 'driving field', controls the variant switching process. The magnetic contour H 2 (H 1 ) is depicted in Figure  8 . The displacement measurements were performed with different combinations of magnetic field frequencies and mechanical loads. The specimens used had similar dimensions, approximately 0.2mm×0.2mm×5mm and the same method of cutting was used for all. Before each experiment, the specimens were trained with high stress and magnetic field at its martensitic phase. A typical specimen displacement overlaid with the magnetic driving field is depicted in Figure 9 . The raw displacement data is shown in green, a smoothed displacement is shown in black, and the driving field is in blue. There is clearly a good correlation between the displacement of the specimen and the driving field. The specimen reaches its maximum length when the driving force is at its peak. This behavior repeats itself every magnetic cycle of the AMFG. Moreover, the magnetic driving field has a non symmetric form. The slope of the contracting part of the driving field is steeper than the elongating one. Therefore, the contraction rate and the expansion rates of the specimen are not equal. For the above specimen displacement, the resultant strain reaches up to 3% and is a function of its effective length (its active martensite length for variant switching).
SUMMARY
The results of the measurements demonstrate and verify the high strain capabilities of Ni 2 MnGa single crystal, activated by a magnetic field under constant external mechanical loads. The system has demonstrated its suitability and capability for testing actuation performances of ferromagnetic shape memory alloys at small scales, and the alternating magnetic field generator (AMFG) was proven as a consistent and reliable tool for magnetically induced variant switching experiments.
